Week Ten in Salzburg! (SP 2007)

The last week in Salzburg.

**Tuesday**: City tour with Bernhard Lochmann. Topic: Traces of Salzburg's National Socialist Past and Salzburg during the Second World War
An impromptu Stammtisch in the Felsenkeller, which once was an air raid bunker during the Second World War
**Wednesday:** Excursion to the Salzkammergut, including the Dachstein Ice Caves and the village of Hallstatt.
The entrance to the caves was above the snow line, so we had a slippery hike down.
**Thursday:** To practice superlatives and relative clauses - and to recap the quarter - students awarded each other Oscars (renamed Georgs and Konstanzes after figures from a novel by E. Kaestner):
Der beste Koch
besten singen kann

Die Frau, die am
Die beste T/A
dem lustigsten Lachen

**Thursday:** Farewell Party!
Herr Pertlwieser leads his students in a song
Be sure to visit the audio files page with weekly newsletters (now complete) - see the link to

http://www.ohio.edu/people/sathe/sbg07/sbg07wk10.htm
Before and After Picture: 2007 Program

First week of classes

Before and After Picture: 2007 Program

Last week of classes:
Since Kelsey could not be in the picture, we chose to represent her with the sunglasses Nick is holding, although they would probably be too small for her tastes. Compare these two pictures and you'll see longer hair (especially with the men), new T-shirts and jackets from travels in Europe, and bigger, wider smiles. This has been a fun group, and I am pleased that everyone got along so well together, learned a lot, and got to see lots of Austria and the rest of Europe. I hope it was *Die perfekte Welle* for you all! Thanks for a great quarter!

Nik